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Dear Mr. Nolte:

One night in July, 1957, when General Ma.ssu’s paratroops were in the
last stages of crushing rebel terrorism in Algiers, a man of less than
average height, bearded and in dark lasses a Spaniard or a Maltese
one would have said was alerted by his uard. Without a second’s
hesitation and still in his pajamas, he fled out across terrasses and
over rooftops and disappeared. Such was the last departure from Algiers
of en Youssef ben Khedda, at the time an important terrorist commander
nd presently the head of the Gouvernement provisoire de la Republique
al gerienne (GPRA)

While predictin the ultimate successful outcome of nesotiations
between the de Geulle government and the GPRA is as hazardous as forecasting
a sunny day in this leaden grey Paris of February, it seems more likely
than ever that ben Khedda will soon be back in the city of his revolution-
ary baptism. His return will be less hasty than his departure, and this
time he will not have to hide behind false names and disguises. His life
will still be in dan6er from political enemies, but this time he will
enjoy the protection of the French security forces, at least for a while.
Installed in the modern structure that now houses the Delegate-General
instead of improvised hide-outs that had to be chaned every few days,
ben Khedda!s mind will turn to economic plans, administrative problems
and foreign policy instead of the placing of bombs in caf@s and the
crestion of new terrorist networks.

For ben Khedda and his associates have ceased, to be hors-ia-l_oi; they
have even ceased to be some of several "valid interlocutors". They have
become the undisputed anti-colonialist leaders in a colony that de Gaulle
seems to be o the vere of decolonizing. They will be the chiefs of the
AIseria of tomorrow- whether"tomorrow" be to:norrow or next week or even
next year.

Ben Youssef ben Khedda was born to a moderately prosperous family
in the town of Berrouahia, just south of Aliers, in 1920. He is thus
of the eneration which has iven the Alerian revolution its most
important leaders, the 8eneration followin- ideoloically as well as
chronolosiclly that of Ferhat Abbas, who with what he represented,
was replaced at the head of the movement last August. Whereas Abbas was
a bourgeois, a moderate, a man whose habits of mind and political past

Iled him to a faith in parliamentary forms and radual political reforms,
ben Khedda and his contemporaries are youn radicals, distrustful of
.oolitical parties and democracy in the western sense, and firmly convinced
that victory in the anti-imperialist revolution is only the first step
towards victory in the social revolution.
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The very personalities of ben Khedda and Ferhs.t Abbas reflect the
individual and historical divide that separates them. Abbas is typically
Mediterganean, Just as Bouruiba is. He is expansive, loquacious, flexible,
a verbalizer, a reformer, a compromiser. Ben Khedaa, on the other hand,
is a reincarnation of Malraux’ portrait of Michael Borodine in Les
Conquerants. He is a d_u_Er , a revolutionary by faith. He is always the
complete master of himself, a man of amazin physical courage and resistance,
He listens rather than speaks and when he does speak every word is
weighed. He is an intellectual of Marxist formation for whom cerebral
conclusions and concrete actions could not remain separate. This explains
the paradoxical image of the bookish ben Khedda directing a bomb-throwin
network. This, and his belief in the political wisdom and military
efficacity of blind terrorism.

"The crisp mhot out of the night which is politics", as Stendhal
described it, enere the Juvenile universe of Ben Khedda at the age
of twelve. At te time he was a student at the at Blida and he was
already scribbling on the wlls in an untutored hand "Republique algerienne
and "Politique alerienne", the slogans of the Etoile nord-africain, the
first Algerian nationalist movement. At Blida he was the fellow student
of Mohammed Tazid,. the present GPRA Minister of Information, of Saad
Dahlab, the present Minister of Foreign Affairs, and of sll people
Pierre LaEaillarde.

FinishinE his secondary education, he entered the Universite d’Aler
where, like Abbas, he studied pharaacy. Unlike bbas, who as a student
leader over a decade before had ardently defended the myth of assimilation
and Franco-Moslem cooperation , ben Khedda imediately ravitated to
the most extreme nationalist party of the time, Messali HadJ’s Patti
populalre alerien. Ben Khedda’s move was smptomatic of the times.
His student political activity merited him a prison term in 1943, but
unperturbed, he continued his activity as a militant directly after his
release. CompletinE his studies he decided to abandon pharmacy and devote
himself completely to politics and political Journalism. His considerable
abilities as an organiz@r and theoretician led him, at the age of twenty-
six, to the post of secretary enral of the Mouvement pour le triomphe
des Liberties democratiques (MTLD$, the successo to the banned Barti
populaire.

During the next eight years he continued as a member of the Mouvement’s
central com.ittee and as an important writer of oarty propaganda. Up
until 1954 he was not marked out as a particular extremist, nor indeed
was the faction of the Mouvement to which he belonsed. On the contrary,
when his faction broke out into ooen revolt asainst the increasingly
tyrnnical Messali Hadj, the besrda, charismatic father of modern
Algerian nationalism, ben Khedda was specifically sinsled ot and berated
as a "reformist" for his "willingness to copromise". Ben Khedda’s faction

as willing, for example, to cooperate politically with the lieral
European mayor of Algiers of the time, Jacques Chevalier.

By the smmer of 1954, the two opposin8 wins of the Mouvement had
virtually neutralized each other in their internecine quarrels; Algerian
nationalism s a organized force was practically paralyzed. Suddenly,
as if from nowhere, an ppeal sounded, an appeal for unity and armed
insurection Its framers, for the most part scarcely known on the

political scene in Algiers, were former members of the underground
wing of the MTLD. In the fce of the party’s paralysis they were



resolved to move foreward st all costs. The means they chose were direct
military action; their oal was to destroy the system rathe than to work
for reform fro within it. During the summer of 1954 this group, directed
by nine men now known as the rebellion’s historiues and includln8
such figures as Ahmed ben Bella and Belkacem Kr-im3- a usy training
guerrilla bands, stealing and storin arms, and seachin for suppor u
the independent Arab states. By early fall, ready or not, the roup had
fixed a date for the d@clenchemnt of the revolution. At mldniht on Nov-
ember first- it was ll sains’Day seventy simultaneous attacks on
Franch posts in widely scattered parts of Ale.a announced in blood the
birth of a war now in its eighth year.

The.. French authorities were astounded; they had expected nothing of
the kind. Nor, however, had most of Algeri.’s Moslem politicians. Ben
Khedda’s win of the MTLD had otten wind of what was foot, but viewed
the resort to rmed insurrection with the gravest misgvings. In the mind
of the future GPRA prime minister, the revolt was premature, ill-planned,
and destined to fs.ilure.

Havin next to no idea who the organlzsrs of the revolt wsr., the
French Administration struck blindly. Moslem politicians and laders were
arrested who were as imoraut of the revolt’s nture as they were innocent
of participation in it. For the second time ben Khedda was put behind
bars. Proof that he was not implicated in the uprising, indeed that he
disapproved of its basic suppositions, can be adduced from two editorials
in Rpublicain which appeared above his name shortly before his
arrest. In the first of these he wrote:

The MTLD is for the establishment of a democrs.tic and
social Algerian republic. All Algerians, regardless of race
have a right s.nd are in duty bound to take part in this
endeavor...In addition, the MTLD believes that the struqle
for immediate demands is not incompatible with the struggle
for freedom.

Some one bsckin the nascent FLN could never have written the last,
reformist sentence in the above. A little lter, on November 25, the day
of his arrest, ben Khedga complained in the columns of the same paper
inst the repression, but at the same time asserted the need for "future
peace nd harmony between the two com]unlties that must necessarily llve
together". Thus, in the early staes at least, ben Khedda was by no
means a disciple of direct action. In April, 1955 he was released from
prison, probably due to the influence of former European associates in
Aliers.

Prison or the crumbling of the middle ground in Algerian politics,
or probably a combination of the two, drove ben Khedda to the FLN. Soon
after his rlease, in the sprin$ end sum.er of 1955, he was in close
contact with Belkacem Krim and other uerrilla lesders. His first
responsibility for the revolutionary organization was the implementation
of FLN cells in the city of Algiers. These cells had three basic functions.
FirSt, they were chsred with collecting funds, either by ppeal to
ns.tionalist enthusiasm or by the thre.t of asssssinatlon. Secondly, they
w.ere org.nized to develop the political consciousness of the msses and
to channel this into blind loyslty to the FLN. Finally, they were to
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and insecurity, to demonstrate to the Moslem population the impotency
of the French, and to draw French Army units from the bled in order to
ive the FLN field units a little bresthin space.

Ben Khedda’s abilities as a political and terrorist oranizor soon
brought him to a level of equality with the original founders of the
evolution. This new status was officially recognized at a congress of
rebel leaders actually in Algeria held in an abandoned forestry station
in the Soumman Valley a zone declared pacified by the French military
authorities in August, 1956. This congress elected an executive
committee of five members which represented the very nucleus of power
within the FLN for the next two years. Though theoretically responsible
to the Conseil national de le Revolution alerienne (CNRA), which acts
as the FLN’s parliament, this committee was in fact sovereign because
of its ability to perpetuate itself by co-option, end because of the
hysical difficulty the cumbersome CNRA hd in meeting. Along with Krim,
Saad Dahlab and two other FLN leaders since killed, ben Khedda was a
member of this committee for slightly over a year....

As s result of the congress at Soummn, ben Khedda became the FLN’s
politico-milit.ry chief for the autonomous zone of Algiers, one of the
six rebel military districts and at the time the most active. In such a
position ben Khedda ws a tracked man, menaced at every minute by dea.th
likely to be preceded by torture. Only a man of steel could have led
this life. And only a man who believed more in the morality of ends than
that of means could have organized the placing of innumerable time bombs
in stadiums snd street cars and other public pl.ces where sheer chance
selected the inevitable victims. For ben Khedda believed that blind
terrorism was one of the most effective weapons in the FLN arsenal. For
this reason, his condemnation of the Organisation de. l’Armee secrete
sounds a little like an Inquisition priest reading Corinthians ll, 13.

One interesting and little known phase of ben Khedda’s career as
FLN chief in Algiers is his contact during this period with the communists.
Early in 1956, when it seemed that peace negotiations with the French
were on the ooint of starting, the Patti communiste slgerien (PCA) wss
searching desperately for a means to become a part of the revolution e..nd
thus become a "valid interlocutor"; that is, to have a voice in the
peace talks and thus take a decisive part in determining Algeria’s
future. Until May, 1956 the FLN refused all contact with the com.unists.
By this time, however, the rebels needed all the help they could possibly
get and were anxious to see how the PCA night be useful...or sinply used.
The party chief, Dr. Saddock HadJers, an indigenous Jew, proposed in
secret negotis.tions with FL representatives that their organization,
already includinE several groups, be enlarged to include the POA. Ben
Khedda, who w.s instrumental in conducting these negotiations, not only
rejected the common front idea, but even maintained that membership in
the PCA was incomoatible with membership in the FLN. By July, 1956, however
after the PCA had turned over to the FLN an important shi-0ment of stolen
arms and the use. of its explosives laboratories, ben Khedda’s position
softened. While still refusing the common front idea, he permitted
individual communists to Join the FLN. For Dropgnd. reasons, Dr.
Hadjer@s w.s extremely anxious to publish this accord which would show
the Algerian masses that the PCA hd at least something to do with the
revolt. Ben Khedda, however, refused, and when Hs.dJe.r.s went ahe.d anyhow,
the FLN fls.tly denied the suthenticity of the accord, even going so far



as to assert that the FLN had never received any id whatsoever from the
communists. Since this time relations btween the PCA and the FLN have
remained extremely coO1.

ssr-le This incident is instructive, especially since it has been so libly
in the French press that the GPRA chief is in fact a crypto-communist.
Ben Khedda is certainly no communist, but as these events show he has
been willin6 to use the party to his own ends. Ben Khedda is a man of
principle, but his pInciples do not include that of fair play. What he
has fousht for with So much enersy, courage and ruthlessness is an
independent and socially modernized Algeria. He has employed everythin
to serve these oals. If, on a trip to Red China, he showed himself
enthusiastic about what he saw, this by no means meant that he was a
communist. It meant more than snythin else that at the time when
substantial Chinese aid to the rebels seemed imminent- it was useful
for ben Khedda to poear enthusiastic.

But if ben Khedda is no communist, he certainly is a proressiste,
a Young Turk strongly influenced by socialist ideals and Marxist molds
of thought. Alresdy at the Soumman Con.ress in 1956 he represented this
tendency within the FLN, and he has not ceased to represent it since.
Indeed, the ups and downs of his career since then are closely linked
to this fact.

In September, 1957 the Conseil national de la Revolution lerienne,
assembZed in Tripoli, Libyaheard him defend the theses accordin to
which the FLN should devote more attention to the mobilization and orsan-
ization of the peasant and urban masses, that the precise social oals
of the revolution should be stated and stressed, and that the FLN should
adopt and declare a policy of neutralism in international affairs. From
this leftist line ben Khedda has not since varied. However, at the time
the CNRA was not prepared to accept such radicl views, prtly due to
the domina.tion of more conservative elements, but also pertly because
the CNRA leaders, believin negotiations to be in sight, wre hesitant
to arouse further French distrust As result, ben Khedda (along with
Sasd Dahlab, one of the chief negotiators in the present tlks) wG.e re-
placed on the CNRA’s executive committee by Ferhat Abbas, the debat@r,
the moders.te, the man most likely to sacceed at the negotiating table.

For the next four years ben Khedda’s rp_.oressiste faction of the FLN
was in the minority, and ben Khedda himself was without positions of
particular importance. In the first provisional government, established
in September, 1958 and headed by Abbas, ben Khedda had to settle for the
minor portfolio of social affairs. It was in this capacity that he was
the official guest of Mao Tse-tung. At the third session of the GNRA,
held in 1959, ben Khedda again defended his Doressiste positions and
again found himself in the minority. This time he even lost his ministerial
post and was relegated to that of roving ambassador for the GPRA. As such
he visited Yugoslavia, came to New York to defend the FLN’s brief before
the United Nations, end made a propaganda tour of Latin America where he
was unpleasently impressed by the prevalence of "United States neo-
imperialism".

Finally, at the CNRA meeting held _. huis clos last August in Tripoli,
ben Ehedda again defended the views to which he, hss so tenaciously stuck.
During the year that had Just elspsed three ooen attempts at negotiation
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with France had proved futile, end the Abbas ministry had inevitabily
lost prestige with the CNRA. This, linked with the eneral radicalization
of the FLN -which, like most revolutionary movements has tended to o
left as the violence has 8one on brousht the CNRA around to supportin
ben Khedda’s positions end ben Khedda personally. Abbas and his close
political allies resigned, and ben Khedda, with the powerful support of
Erim, rose to the pimiership.

The comnuniqu$ of the Tripoli session, despite its vagueness and lack
of details, shows clearly the ideas that ben Khedda has expressed ever
since his entry into the FLN. Though fogged up in the Jargon of official
comnuniqu@s, the following two points of the text distributed immedistely
after the meetinE plainly s’how this:

On the exterior, decisions have een tken to extend the
action of the Algerian revolution, which mauiest themselves
in a policy of non-linment.

The CNRA has specified the social and democratic content
of the Algerian people’s strugEle. Its aspirations tend
towards the construction of a modern nation, (and) an
economy at the service of the people.

The ssme attitude is reflected in the message ben Khedda sent to Chou En-lai
"the difficulties and the" he wrote,just last week. "We fully realize,

size of the strug!,le that remains for us asainst the forces of neo-
colonislism snd imperialism and for the consolidation of our independenoe
and Our economic and social liberty."

How the leftism of ben Ehedda and his politicsl allies will translate
itself into concrete acts of course remains to be seem. But it would be
surprising if the Alerla to which ben Khedda will return one of these
days does not eventually ssume a politicsl complexion more like that of
Eypt or Ghsna than like that of Nigeri or Cote d’Ivoire.

Sincerely,

Richard Mathew s
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NOTES

l.-It should be borne in mind that he did not Join the FLN
until 1956 when there was absolutely no other place for
a man of his ambitions on the Algerian political scene.
Also, according to some French sources, he came over to
the FLN only after the Front had ssassinted his nephew
and threatened his own life.

2.-In 1933 Abbss published an article of which the followin
is sn extract:

If I had encountered the Algerisn nation I would be a
nationalist snd, ss such, would have nothing to be
ashamed of. Men who have died for a ps.triotic ideal
are honored and respected every day. My life is worth
no more than theirs. And et I will not die for the
Algerian fatherland, for this fatherland does not
exist. I have not encountered it. I have questioned
history; I have questioned the quick and the dead. I
have visited cemetaries. No one has spoken to me of
such a thin6...You cannot build on wind. We have
eliminated all fo6iness and vain iaa6inin6s tD llnk
our future once and for all with that of French
endeavor in this country.

If neseare a source of embsrassment to Abbas now, hey
did not seem out Of place when he wrote them.

3.-The others were Mohs,mmed Khider, Hocine Ait Ahmed, and
Mohammed Boudiaf, all c8ptured hen their plane, belongin
to a Moroccan civil airline, wss pireted out of the Mediterr-
anean sky by a masterful French trick on October 22, 1956.
Another member, Rabah Bdat, was captured in 1955 and is
still alive today dispite several suicide attempts while
under6oinz torture at the hands of the French paras. These
four men, alon6 with ben Bella, are presently held in France.
Three other chefs historiques were killed in action, one
by the treachery of his own men.


